
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
List D-13: Ending With -ed/-ing

Spelling Words Review

flying

participating

wandered

  smiling

admitted 

traveling  

  inherited 

  listening 

  sobbed

  stopping

  poured

  allowing

  visited

  laughing

argued

coughing 

lied 

shortened 

worrying 

controlled  

 

valleys 

skies

countries

Challenge

concealing

preferred  

Write the present tense of the following spelling words.
(Example: jumped → jump) 

1.  c o n t r o l l e d                               _________________________
                                         

2.  a d m i t t e d                            _________________________

                                                       

3.  s o b b e d                                                                            _________________________

     
                    
4.  l i e d                                                                      _________________________
                                
Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  walked around aimlessly or leisurely                             _________________________

6.  taking part or being involved in something                     _________________________

7.  disagreed in an angry or heated way                                 _________________________

8.  turning up the corners of your mouth to show you are happy     _________________________
                 

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    rwyronig       ___________________      hint: fretting or becoming anxious about something 

10.  rndhtsoee    ___________________      hint: made something shorter
  

11.  nltesngii        ___________________      hint: paying attention to a sound

12.  gulagihn      ___________________       hint: a sound you make when you are happy or amused   
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Name: _________________________________                 List D-13: Ending With -ed/-ing

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

flying traveling inherited stopping

coughing visited allowing poured

13.  On warm summer evenings, you can spot fireflies  _______________________  around the yard.

14.  Mrs. Higgins  _______________________  herself a glass of iced tea.   

15.  When Abdullah had a head cold, it was hard for him to stop  _______________________.  

16. Is there any sign of the rain  _______________________  any time soon? 

 
17. During spring break, Jimena's family  _______________________  her grandparents in Arizona.  

18. In a few weeks, Mengyao will be  _______________________  to Spain, Portugal, and France. 

19. Tammy's parents are  _______________________  her to get her ears pierced when she turns 

ten years old. 

20. The prince  _______________________  the king's throne. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word begins and ends with the same consonant?  __________________________
      
 

22. Which review word does not require you to drop the “y” when     __________________________

it becomes plural? (Example: puppy → puppies)          
                

23. Identify the review word containing four vowels.                              __________________________
      

24. Which challenge word is in the past tense?                     __________________________

25. Which challenge word contains both the /k/ sound and the         __________________________

/s/ sound?                                    
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ANSWER KEY
Spelling Words

List D-13: Ending With -ed/-ing

Spelling Words Review

flying

participating

wandered

smiling

admitted

traveling 

inherited

   listening 

   sobbed

   stopping

   poured

   allowing

   visited 

laughing

 argued 

coughing

 lied

shortened

 worrying

 controlled 

valleys

skies

countries

Challenge

concealing 

preferred 

Write the present tense of the following spelling words.
(Example: jumped → jump) 

1.  c o n t r o l l e d                               control
                                         

2.  a d m i t t e d                            admit

                                                       

3.  s o b b e d                                                                             sob

     
                    
4.  l i e d                                                                      lie
                                
Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  walked around aimlessly or leisurely                             wandered

6.  taking part or being involved in something                     participating

7.  disagreed in an angry or heated way                                 argued

8.  turning up the corners of your mouth to show you are happy     smiling
                 

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    rwyronig       worrying       hint: fretting or becoming anxious about something 

10.  rndhtsoee    shortened       hint: made something shorter
  

11.  nltesngii        listening       hint: paying attention to a sound

12.  gulagihn      laughing       hint: a sound you make when you are happy or amused   
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Name: _________________________________                 List D-13: Ending With -ed/-ing

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

flying traveling inherited stopping

coughing visited allowing poured

13.  On warm summer evenings, you can spot fireflies flying around the yard.    

14.  Mrs. Higgins poured herself a glass of iced tea.   

15.  When Abdullah had a head cold, it was hard for him to stop coughing.  

16. Is there any sign of the rain stopping any time soon? 

 
17. During spring break, Jimena's family visited her grandparents in Arizona.  

18. In a few weeks, Mengyao will be traveling to Spain, Portugal, and France. 

19. Tammy's parents are allowing her to get her ears pierced when she turns 

ten years old. 

20. The prince  inherited the king's throne. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word begins and ends with the same consonant?  skies
      
 

22. Which review word does not require you to drop the “y” when valleys

it becomes plural? (Example: puppy → puppies)          
                

23. Identify the review word containing four vowels.                              countries
      

24. Which challenge word is in the past tense?                     preferred

25. Which challenge word contains both the /k/ sound and the         concealing

/s/ sound?                                     
          

            LD
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